Utilization of wind energy is a promising way to generate power, and wind turbine blades play a key role in collecting the wind energy effectively. This paper attempts to measure the deformation parameter of wind turbine blades in mechanics experiments using a videometric method. In view that the blades experience small buckling deformation and large integral deformation simultaneously, we proposed a parallel network measurement (PNM) method including the key techniques such as camera network construction, camera calibration, distortion correction, the semi-automatic high-precision extraction of targets, coordinate systems unification, and bundle adjustment, etc. The relatively convenient construction method of the measuring system can provide an abundant measuring content, a wide measuring range and post processing. The experimental results show that the accuracy of the integral deformation measurement is higher than 0.5 mm and that of the buckling deformation measurement higher than 0.1 mm.
Wind energy is a renewable clean energy and inexhaustible. The wind turbine blade is a key component to collect the wind energy. The integral deformation and buckling deformation of the blades under different conditions and loads are important parameters in the analysis of the blade's performance and lifespan. Due to its huge geometrical size (40-meter length) and complex shape, there are a lot of difficulties in accurate deformation measurement. Firstly, the amplitude of the integral deformation to be measured will achieve 7 meters; secondly, the simultaneous small buckling deformation has to be measured too.
Conventional deformation measuring techniques such as the strain gage method, are contact measurement. For example, the strain gage can be used as a sensor to transmit the tiny deformations of a measured point on the sample surface. However, the measuring range is very limited and the measurement system has a complex layout when the number of measured points increases. High-precision optical measurement, a non-contact measurement, has been found wide applications in rigid motion parameters measurement [1] and has been increasingly used in non-rigid motion parameters measurement. [2−6] The most commonly used optical methods in nonrigid motion parameters measurement are interferometry and videometrics. The former method, including speckle interferometry, is especially suitable for surfaces where the texture is not abundant. Compared with videometrics, the disadvantages of interferometry are listed as follows: (1) the deformation acquired from the image is not intuitive; (2) the image is seriously contama) Corresponding author. E-mail: yuanyun 0101@163.com inated by noise which raises the difficulty in processing;
(3) the spatial measuring range is limited; (4) the experimental conditions required are relatively strict. In this study, we applied the videometrics technique to measure the deformation of large wind turbine blades and proposed a parallel network measurement method.
The experimental arrangement is designed based on task analysis and field investigation. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement.
The integral deformation measurement concerns the middle axis displacement, thus the precision required is relatively low. We adopted a large view field and a remote (about 30 m) intersection by three still cameras in case of large-amplitude deformation. Taking measuring precision and view field into account, a Nikon D300S camera was used with a high resolution of 4288 × 2848 pixels which kept the blade tip in the view field when it reached the maximum displacement. Black and white markers (Fig.2 ) were attached to various points for high-precision and sub-pixel location on the image. The buckling deformation measurement is concerned with the minimal deformation of the entire blade surface and thus relatively high precision is required. Naturally, a camera had to be put close enough to the blade to ensure high spatial resolution, while the view field got smaller at the same time. The contradiction could not be resolved even when a camera with highest resolution was adopted. To cope with this problem, a parallel network measurement method was proposed. The blade was divided into several local sections about 3 m length, and each of interest was measured by a set of stereo cameras. To unify the measuring times, all the sets of stereo cameras were networked at parallels and triggered simultaneously.
The camera adopted for the buckling deformation measurement was a MVC5001SAM-GE14 with resolution of 2592×1944 pixels. Grid landmarks were drawn on the blade surface (Fig.2) . A stereo camera installed on the elevator shaft moved with the section where the large integral deformation occured, which caused the variation of the standard coordinate system and brought on the issue of the coordinate systems unification.
A flow chart of the experiment is showed in Fig. 3 . Camera calibration is usually done before measurement. In this study, we adopted a calibration method based on 3-D control points and a simplified model without diminishing accuracy, i.e. a five-parameter lens distortion model with radial distortion and tangential distortion which assumed the image center to be the principal point. All the cameras were triggered synchronously.
All the cameras are calibrated in the same manner. The relationship of still cameras to measure the integral deformation is of absolute orientation. Each stereo camera used to measure the buckling deformation involved two mounted cameras of invariant relative pose, i.e. the left camera and the right camera respectively. The extrinsic parameters of the right camera were transformed to the left camera coordinate system after calibration so the relationship between them was of relative orientation. Figure 4 gives images shot in actual experiment by three cameras. Figure 4(a) was shot by a slanting camera, Fig. 4(b) by the left envisaging camera, and Fig.4 (c) by the right camera.
In the searching area, in which the center was determined by artificial guidance, a correlation calculation was adopted between the real image and the ideal template produced according to the real image. The subpixel position of a black and white marker was located by the correlation function fitting, ( Figure 5 shows the extraction results.) then the world coordinates of the markers were calculated by space intersection.
Grid landmarks were also semi-automatically extracted by an artificial guidance. Figure 6 shows the images by a stereo camera and extraction of the grid landmarks.
In the buckling deformation measurement, the shape variation of the blade surface was concerned. When the stereo camera moved with the blade section, the 3-D coordinates of grid landmarks should be calculated in the current stereo camera coordinate system.
When the stereo camera coordinates of three noncollinear rigid points were known, the stereo camera coordinate system could be transformed into the label coordinate system defined by those points. Thus, all of stereo camera coordinate systems could be unified.
It was necessary to optimize the linear solutions because noise would occur in the measurement. The estimation involving minimizing the error between the reprojected points and detected image points is known as bundle adjustment, of which the most commonly used algorithm is the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. [7] In addition, the variations of optimization in the measurements for both integral deformation and buckling deformation cover only the object coordinates.
The working conditions of the mechanics experiments of large-scale wind turbine blades are mainly divided into the shimmy type and the brandish type, but the content and mode of the deformation measurements in both conditions are the same.
If the 3-D coordinates of the grid landmarks have been resolved in the buckling deformation measurement, many other parameters can be calculated such as the expansion amount of a line segment, the distance of a point to the datum, the curvature variation, etc.
In the analysis, we have found that the integral deformation is concerned with variation of position, whereas buckling deformation is concerned with variation of curvature, which is the relative variation of curve length under different load. In other applications, buckling deformation may be concerned with affine deformation coefficients, see Ref. [6] for more details.
The black and white markers on the chessboard with known 2-D coordinates were generally used to verify the accuracy of an integral deformation. Likewise, the cross wires on the 3-D calibration frame were often used to verify the accuracy of a buckling deformation measurement. The experimental results prove that the accuracy of the integral deformation measurement is higher than 0.5 mm and that of the buckling deformation measurement higher than 0.1 mm.
The proposed parallel network measurement method has been proven to be a successful solution to simultaneous measurements for both the large integral deformation and the small buckling deformation. It also provides a relatively convenient construction method for the measuring system, an abundant measuring content, a wide measuring range, higher measuring accuracy, and high efficiency in post processing and analysis. The proposed method can also be applied to the deformation measurement of large-scale engineering structures and components, such as buildings, bridges, dams, ore bodies, wings, hulls and so on.
